
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Market performance in annuities and income drawdown, including five-
year market forecasts.

•• Ownership of pensions and interest in decumulation expectations at
retirement.

•• Important features of retirement income products.
•• Behaviours and attitudes towards retirement.

33% of adults with a DC (defined contribution) pension who have yet to access
their pots don’t know what to do with their pension savings, rising to 47% of
women. The pension gender gap, combined with a more reserved approach to
managing finances, are both explanations for greater indecision among
women. If providers want to better engage women, they need to increase
understanding and create targeted communication campaigns that make
women more comfortable with retirement income products.

Rising inflation is placing increased pressure on consumer finances. This could
lead to higher rates of withdrawal among DC pension holders, and incentivise
more savers to enter into drawdown arrangements. Nevertheless, annuity rates
have improved, making annuities a more attractive option at a time when
people are seeking security and certainty.

However, long-term inflation could erode the value of pension pots. 68% of
adults with a DC pension say they worry about the impact of inflation on the
value of their pension pots. This, combined with economic uncertainty, could
lead to a more cautious approach, and some of those nearing retirement may
opt to postpone retirement altogether.

As the UK population continues to age, there is an increasing pool of potential
customers for retirement income products. Drawdown arrangements are the
preferred option, but there is a strong interest in a single product that
combines the certainty of an annuity with the flexibility of drawdown
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“The market for retirement
income products has bounced
back from the pandemic-
induced dip, and the outlook
is positive, supported by an
increasing pool of potential
customers. Rising annuity rates
and the desire for a secure
income are likely to make this
option more attractive.”
– Stefania Apostol, Financial
Services Analyst
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arrangements. This type of product has the potential to gain more traction
among consumers, but more innovation and simplicity are needed.
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• The five-year outlook for annuities and income drawdown
products
Figure 1: Category outlook, 2022-27
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• Annuity sales bounce back and are forecast to remain

positive…
Figure 2: Market forecast for annuity sales, 2017-27

• …but drawdown remains the preferred option for retirement
income
Figure 3: Market forecast for drawdown sales, 2017-27

• The vast majority of annuities are sold without advice
Figure 4: Annuity sales, by sales channels (ABI members only),
2014-21

• Advised drawdown sales continue to decline
Figure 5: Use of advice when entering drawdown, 2018/
19-2021/22

• The number of pension pots accessed for the first time rises
by 18%
Figure 6: Number of pension pots accessed for the first time,
2019/20- 2021/22

• Companies and brands
• The annuity market is highly concentrated…

Figure 7: New annuity* business, by providers active in the
open market, 2020/21

• …while the drawdown market is more diverse
• Blended solutions remain limited
• The consumer
• 79% of adults have pension savings

Figure 8: Pension ownership among UK adults, 2021-22
• More than half of over-55s with a DC pension have

accessed a pot
Figure 9: Pension access by DC pension savers aged 55+,
2022

• Drawdown is the preferred option among those who haven’t
accessed their savings
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Figure 10: Decumulation expectations, by age, 2022
• Turbulent times highlight the benefit of a guaranteed

income…
• …but flexibility is also important

Figure 11: Most important features of a retirement income
product, by age, 2022

• A third of DC pension savers expect to use a professional
adviser
Figure 12: Information sources for retirement products, by age,
2022

• Pension savers worry about the impact of inflation
Figure 13: Behaviours and attitudes towards retirement, 2022

• Rising inflation worries pension savers
• The retirement income market would benefit from more

innovation and simplicity

• Annuity sales bounce back…
Figure 14: Number of new pension annuity and drawdown
sales (ABI members only), 2015-22

• … but drawdown remains the preferred option for
retirement income
Figure 15: Number of new drawdown sales – comparison of
ABI and FCA data, 2015-22
Figure 16: Number of new drawdown sales – comparison of
ABI and FCA data, 2014-22

• Value of annuity premiums starts to recover
Figure 17: Value of new annuity and income drawdown
premiums (ABI members only), 2015-21

• The outlook for annuities and income drawdown products
Figure 18: Category outlook, 2022-27

• Volume sales of annuities are forecast to remain positive
Figure 19: Market forecast for annuity sales, 2017-27
Figure 20: Market forecast for annuity sales, 2017-27

• Drawdown volume is expected to grow over the next five
years
Figure 21: Market forecast for drawdown sales, 2017-27
Figure 22: Market forecast for drawdown sales, 2017-27

• Learnings from the last income squeeze
Figure 23: Number of new pension annuity sales, 2007-21
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MARKET SIZE AND PERFORMANCE

MARKET FORECAST
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• Forecast methodology

• Joint life and guaranteed period annuities continue to fall
out of favour…

• …while enhanced annuities account for 46% of sales
Figure 24: Annuity sales, by product type, 2020-21

• External annuity sales continue to rise
Figure 25: Annuity and drawdown – internal versus external
sales (ABI members only), 2018-21
Figure 26: Proportional distribution of internal versus external
annuity sales (ABI members only), 2018-21

• The vast majority of annuities are sold without advice
Figure 27: Annuity sales, by sales channels (ABI members
only), 2014-21

• More than half of drawdowns are sold to existing customers
Figure 28: Source of business when entering drawdown,
2018-22

• Advised drawdown sales continue to decline
Figure 29: Use of advice when entering drawdown, 2018/
19-2021/22

• Pension Wise use is still not widespread
Figure 30: Number of DC pension pots accessed for the first
time, by use of advice or guidance, 2021/22

• Pension participation reaches 79%
Figure 31: Proportion of employees with workplace pension,
by type of pension, 1997-2021

• The number of pension pots accessed for the first time rises
by 18%
Figure 32: Number of DC pension pots accessed for the first
time, by usage, 2019/20-2021/22

• Annuities will become more attractive as rates rise
Figure 33: Monthly average yield from British government
securities, 20-year and 10-year nominal par yield, 2000-22

• UK’s population is greying
Figure 34: UK population, by age, 2020-50

• People are staying in the workforce for longer
Figure 35: Average age of exit from the labour market, by
gender, 2000-22

• Consumers face inflationary pressure…

MARKET SEGMENTATION

CHANNELS TO MARKET

MARKET DRIVERS
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Figure 36: CPI, 12-month rates, 2016-22
• …and most people are feeling the effects of price rises

Figure 37: Issues faced in the last two months, 2022
• The cost of living crisis will impact retirement savings

• Over-55s to receive a stronger nudge towards Pension Wise
• Government suspends triple lock for 2022/23
• Pensions dashboards to launch in 2023
• New pension scheme to be introduced in the UK

• The annuity market is highly concentrated
• Recent sales performance of the largest annuity providers
• Aviva
• Legal & General
• Just Group
• Scottish Widows
• Canada Life

Figure 38: New annuity* business, by providers active in the
open market, 2020/21

• The drawdown market is more diverse

• The annuity market is short on innovation
• Scottish Widows launches the ‘Annuity Bureau’
• Aviva Financial Advice introduces a whole-of-market

advice model
• Drawdown providers focus on improving the customer

journey
• Blended solutions remain limited

• 79% of adults have pension savings
Figure 39: Pension ownership among UK adults, 2021-22

• Full-time workers are more likely to have a workplace
pension
Figure 40: Pension ownership among UK adults, by working
status, 2022

• 34% of those with a workplace pension have a DB scheme…
Figure 41: Type of workplace pension owned, 2022

• Defined contribution pensions are the most common
Figure 42: Type of pension owned – all pension savers, 2022

REGULATORY AND LEGISLATIVE CHANGES

KEY PROVIDERS

COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES

PENSION OWNERSHIP
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• More than half of over-55s with a DC pension have
accessed a pot
Figure 43: Pension access by DC pension savers aged 55+,
2022

• Almost half of those who accessed their DC pension bought
an annuity…

• …and more than a third took one or more partial cash sums
Figure 44: Type of pension access, 2022

• Drawdown is the preferred option
Figure 45: Decumulation expectations, 2022

• Over-55s are less likely to withdraw the entire amount in
one go
Figure 46: Decumulation expectations, by age, 2022

• Women are less likely to know what to do with their pension
savings
Figure 47: Adults with a DC pension who haven’t accessed it
and don’t know what they will do, by age and gender, 2022

• Turbulent times highlight the benefit of a guaranteed
income…

• …but flexibility is also important
Figure 48: Most important features of a retirement income
product, by age, 2022

• A combination of features can reach the majority of target
customers
Figure 49: Important features of a retirement income product
- TURF analysis, 2022

• A third of DC pension savers expect to use a professional
adviser
Figure 50: Information sources for retirement products, 2022

• Pension Wise has higher interest among those nearing
retirement
Figure 51: Pension Wise as an information source for
retirement products, by age, 2022

• Generation X would benefit from more support
Figure 52: Information sources for retirement products, by
generations, 2022

PENSION ACCESS

DECUMULATION EXPECTATIONS

MOST IMPORTANT PRODUCT FEATURES

INFORMATION SOURCES FOR RETIREMENT INCOME
PRODUCTS
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• Pension savers worry about the impact of inflation
• Retirement income products are seen as confusing

Figure 53: Behaviours and attitudes towards retirement, 2022
• Blended products have strong appeal

Figure 54: Interest in a blended product, by decumulation
expectations, 2022

• Abbreviations
• Consumer research methodology
• TURF analysis methodology

• Market forecast and prediction intervals
Figure 55: Volume sales of annuities, 2017-27
Figure 56: Volume sales of drawdown plans, 2017-27

• Market drivers and assumptions
• Forecast methodology

BEHAVIOURS AND ATTITUDES TOWARDS RETIREMENT

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES, ABBREVIATIONS AND
SUPPORTING INFORMATION

APPENDIX – FORECAST METHODOLOGY
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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